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1. Claim. (CI. 29-288)
This invention relates to a holder for quickly
clamping tubular bodies in fixed position. So that
they may be held firmly in position "while being
worked upon and then quickly released. It
especially relates to a holder for acetylene, or
oxygen gas tanks which have heads or fittings
screw
threaded into the ends of the tanks. The
heads or fittings are very tightly screwed into
the tanks, and much force has to be applied in
attaching them to or removing them from the
tanks. These tanks are used for welding, cut
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support. . . . . . . .

For a better understanding of the invention,
reference is made to the accompanying draw

over, the tanks are of widely varying lengths

ings in Which: .
Fig. i. is a perspective view of a tank holder

and one aim of the invention is to provide a

common holder which is adapted to receive all
lengths of tanks and hold them at a convenient
elevation for the workman in attaching, or re

embodying the invention;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the tank holder
With an accessory attachment for Supporting

-

shorter length tanks;

The invention, generally described, comprises
a base having a vertical post secured thereto,

a back rest section against which the tank seats
for being clamped in position and a clamp. Two
or more back rest sections in vertically spaced
apart relation and preferable since the tanks are
relatively long, but they could be effectively held
against only one back rest section. One back

base, the top end is at a convenient height or
elevation for a workman to Screw the heads or
fittings in or out of the tank. The base of the
unit is conveniently bolted to a foundation floor.
To more readily accommodate relatively short
length tanks, an attachment may be readily at
tached to support, said attachment having a base
and a back rest section to cooperate with the

screw clamp on the front piece section. The at
tachment may be as readily removed from the

ting and scarfing steel, and the life of the heads
or fittings is much shorter than that of the tanks.
Consequently the fittings or heads need to be
often replaced during the life of a tank. More

moving the heads Or fittings.
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back rest section or sections. With the bottom
of the standard large size tank resting on the

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the accessory

attachment;
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Fig. 4 is a horizontal cross-section of the
latchportion of the ring or strap; and
Fig. 5 is a horizontal cross-section of the screw.
clamp mechanism on the front section of the
ring or strap.
Referring Specifically to the drawings in Which

rest section disposed near the top and another 30 like numerals are used to designate like parts, .
disposed near the bottom of the post has been numeral 2 is a metal base provided with sets
found advantageous. The back rests are pref. of screw holes 3 for bolting the base to a shop
erably arcuate, comforming generally to the cy floor or other Solid foundation. A vertical post
lindrical contour of the tanks. However, the
4, such as a metal channel or I-beam, is fixed to
back rest sections may be of any conformation,
by any Suitable means, such as welding.
it being only necessary that, they provide points theA base
back
rest section.5, preferably two of them,
of support for the tank. The inner surfaces of
the back rest sections are advantageously faced

with friction material, such as rubberized fabric
or the like.
A sectional ring or strap is fitted to the vertical
post with one of the sections movable to be
opened for inserting in and removing from the
support the tanks. The ring or strap has a back
Section fitted to the post, and a front Section de
tachably connected to the back Section. The
front Section may be advantageously hinged to
one end of the back Section and be provided with
a latch for being releasably engaged With the
opposite end of said back Section. A screw clamp
is mounted for radial adjustment on one of the
sections, preferably the movable Section, for in
pinging a friction member against the wall of a
tank that is placed in an upright position on the
base to be clamped tightly between it and the
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are vertically Spaced-apart on one side of the
post. The Sections are preferably arcuate to
Conform generally to the cylindrical contour of

the tanks, and are advantageously lined on the
inner or contacting faces with anti-friction ma
telial 6, Such as rubberized fabric or the like.
the lining or facing may be secured in any con

ventional manner as by screws or bolts .
A back band or strap 8 also is attached in

any Suitable manner, as by welding, to the post,
rest Sections. The band or strap is semi-cy

preferably about midway between the two back
50

lindrical and complementary to a front semi
cylindrical Strap or band section 9, with the back
and front band Sections forming a ring to be
disposed about the tank. One end of each of

the two Sections is jointed at 9, preferably by
55

a hinge, while the opposite ends of the two sec.
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tions are mated to provide an interlocking catch
f . The catch is constructed with a lip 2 on

the end of the front section which has an in
clined surface 3. The adjacent end of the back
Section has a pawl f4 pivoted to it by means of

against the main post. The weight of the acces
SOry unit, which is of metal, will hold same in

lug 5, the pawl having a lip 6 with an inclined
Surface complementary to inclined surface 3.
A rod f 8 has one end welded to the back Sec
tion and is projected through a recess in the pawl

with a nut or knob 9 on its opposite end. A

Spring 28 is inserted on the rod between the nut
Or knob and the back of the pawl to spring press
the pawl into engagement with the lipped end

of the front section. A reenforcement 2 may
ject behind the lipped end of the front section.
The opposite inclined surfaces 22 and 23 of the
pawl and lipped end of the front section auto
matically open the pawl to engage the parts of
be welded to the end of the back section to pro

4.

the hooks engaging the top edge of the back sec
tion. The weight of the accessory member will
hold same in hooked position with the rear end of
the base of the accessory member abutting

place while being used. When no longer needed

for use, the accessory unit can be lifted off and
placed aside until needed.again.
0.
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While I have illustrated and described in de

tail a preferred embodiment of the invention, it
will be understood that there may be various
ghanges in details of construction without de
parting from the spirit of the invention.
Having described the invention, I claim:

A Supporting device for holding a tank com
prising a base provided with means for fixing the

device to a foundation, a vertical post fixed to the

base, a plurality of spaced apart back rest sec
the latch. When the front piece or gate is Swung 20 tions for the tank, a band or strap attached to
Shut.
the post between two of the Spaced apart back
A member 24, with a handle 25 on one end, is
screw threadedly engaged with the front section a gate forming a section of the band or strap.
of the ring or band to impinge the opposite end
hinged at one end to another section of the band
against a shoe 26 which is movably mounted on 25 or
strap which is fixed to the post and having a
the front section. The shoe has fixed guide rods catch on the opposite end for engaging with the
27 projecting through the front section and ter fixed section of the band or strap, an accessory
minating in enlarged heads 28. A Spring 29 is
base unit provided with a back rest and bottom
fitted about each of the projections between the

tank support for being readily detachable from
heads 28 and the front section to normally re 30 the
tank circling band or strap, and means on the

tract the shoe when the Screw is retracted. The
face of the shoe towards the tank is advantage

band or strap for impinging the tank against the
back rest of the accessory unit.

ously lined with anti-friction material 30.
An accessory unit, designated generally by
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numeral 3, is provided for Seating tanks of
smaller lengths, and is constructed for ready as 35 The following references are of record in the
sembly and disassembly with the main Support.
file of this patent:
It comprises a horizontal base 32 of any con
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